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Figure 4 Comparison between theoretical and experimental results
of pulse distortion along the CPWrslot-line impedance transformer
simulated results obtained here were satisfactorily supported
by practical measurement procedures.
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ABSTRACT: A new coaxial]radial transmission-line junction is pro-
posed and characterized by a rigorous full-wa¨e modal-expansion method.
The proposed structure modifies the con¨entional coaxial]radial junc-
tion by introducing a circular disk on the top plate of the radial
transmission line whose parameters can be adjusted for broadband
matchings. Two examples are presented to demonstrate the junction’s
practicality. Q 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Microwave Opt Technol
Lett 22: 87]90, 1999.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Transitions from a coaxial to a radial line are widely used in
microwave and antenna engineering applications. A
coaxial]radial junction is often employed in designing power
dividersrcombiners, coaxial terminations, and antenna feed-
w xing structures 1]3 . Previous works on the coaxial]radial
junction were experimental or empirical. For example, Alli-
w xson, Eisenhart, and Greiling 1 developed an equivalent
circuit for the coaxial]radial junction, and similar work was
w x w xcarried out by Williamson 2, 4 and Keam and Williamson 5
to characterize coaxial]radial transitions by equivalent cir-
cuits. A related problem, that of a cylindrical antenna radiat-
w xing in a parallel-plate waveguide, was also studied by Otto 7
w xand Rao 6 .
This paper considers a new configuration of the
coaxial]radial junction, and describes a rigorous modeling
w xof this structure using the modal-expansion method 8, 9 .
The configuration is a modification of the conventional
coaxial]radial junction where a circular disk is added on the
top plate of the radial line. By changing the parameters of
the loading disk, impedance matching can be achieved, and
this is demonstrated here. To model the proposed matching
structure, the whole junction is divided into several regions,
with the fields in each of these expanded in terms of wave-
guide modes. Subsequently, by enforcing boundary conditions
on the structure walls together with field continuity at the
region interfaces, we construct a system for determining the
modal-expansion coefficients. An optimization algorithm is
then employed to minimize the reflection coefficient and to
achieve matching at the coaxial]radial junction.
2. FORMULATION
The proposed coaxial-to-radial waveguide transition structure
is illustrated in Figure 1. The inner and outer radii of the
coaxial line are a and b , respectively, and the separationI I
distance between the two plates of the radial waveguide is
denoted by d. The dielectric sheath around the inner conduc-
tor of the coaxial cable protruding into the radial guide is of
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Figure 1 Geometry of a coaxial]radial waveguide transition
Ž .permittivity e e . The loading conducting disk on the topr II 0
wall of the radial waveguide has a radius a and a thicknessII
t s d y h, as shown.
For analysis, the area around the structure is divided into
three regions: I, II, and III. Regions I and III refer to the
coaxial line and the radial line, respectively. Region II is the
sector occupied by the piece of the coaxial cable protruding
into the radial waveguide as defined in Figure 1. Since the
structure and the incident mode from the coaxial line are
Ž .axisymmetric no f-variation , only three field components
Ž .E , E , H are nonzero. Thus, the fields in Region I can bez r f
w xexpanded as 8, 9
N1
I w Ž .E s A exp j b zÝr In In
ns1
Ž .x Ž . Ž .qA exp yj b z e r 1aRn In Inr
N1
I w Ž .H s A exp j b zÝf In In
ns1
Ž .x Ž . Ž .yA exp yj b z Y e r 1bRn In In Inr
Ž .T Žwhere A s A , A , . . . , A and A s A ,I I1 I 2 I N R R11
.TA , . . . , A are columns containing the coefficients ofR2 R N1
the incident and reflected field expansions in coaxial line I.
22 Ž . Ž .'Also, b s k e y x ra , with x ra being theIn 0 r I In I In I
cutoff wavenumber, defines the propagation constant of the
nth mode and Y denotes the modal admittance. The expres-In
Ž .sion for the normalized transverse modal electric field e rInr
w xis given in 10 .
Ž .For the air-filled region III cylindrical waveguide , an
appropriate expansion is
N Ž2.3 Ž .A np z H g r3n 0 3nIII Ž .E s cos 2aÝz Ž2. Ž .jve d H g a0 0 3n IIns0
N Ž2.3 Ž .np A np z H g r3n 1 3nIII Ž .E s sin 2bÝr Ž2. Ž .jve d d g H g a0 3n 0 3n IIns0
N Ž2.3 Ž .np z H g r1 3nIII Ž .H s A cos 2cÝf 3n Ž2. Ž .d g H g a3n 0 3n IIns0
Ž .2 2 Ž .2 Ž2.where g s k y nprd and H refers to the nth-3n 0 n
order Hankel functions of the second kind. As before, A s3
Ž .TA , A , . . . , A is the matrix column of the expansion31 32 3N3
coefficients.
Expressions for the fields in Region II can be obtained by
w xemploying the resonator method 11 . Specifically, we adapt
an expansion which considers Region II as a combination of
two resonant regions:
N2 Ž .U r np znIIE s A cosÝz 2 njve e hr 0ns0
N X1 w Ž .xcosh a h y znŽ . Ž .q B e r 3aÝ 2n 2 n z Ž .sinh a hnns1
N X2 Ž .ynp U r np znIIE s A sinÝr 2 n2 hjve e hgr II 0 2 nns0
N X1 w Ž .xsinh a h y zn Ž .q B e 3bÝ 2n 2 n r Ž r . Ž .sinh a hnns1
N X2 Ž .yU r np znIIH s A cosÝf 2 n2 hg1nns0
N X1 w Ž .xjve e cosh a h y zr II 0 nŽ . Ž .q B e r . 3cÝ 2n 2 n r Ž .a sinh a hn nns1
Ž . Ž .Here, e r and e r are the longitudinal and trans-2n z 2 n r
w xverse electric-field components 10 in a coaxial waveguide
whose inner and outer radii are a and a , respectivelyI II
2X 2w Ž .x Ž .'see 1 . Also, a s x ra y k e is the attenuationn n I 0 r II
Ž X .constant of the nth mode, with x ra being its cutoffn I
Ž .2 2 Ž .2wavenumber, g s k e y nprh , and2n 0 r II
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .J g r Y g a y Y g r J g a0 2n 0 2 n I 0 2 n 0 2 n IŽ . Ž .U r s 4n Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .J g a Y g a y Y g a J g a0 2n II 0 2 n I 0 2 n II 0 2 n I
with J and Y being the zeroth-order Bessel functions of the0 0
first and second kind, respectively.
The coefficients in the above expansions can be readily
Ždetermined by enforcing tangential field continuity for both
ª ª.E and H across the adjacent regions. Continuity between
Ž .Regions I and II a - r - b , z s 0 gives the relationI I
Ž . Ž .B s M A q A 52 a I R
Ž . T Ž .Y A y A s M A q M D B 6I I R b 2 a 2 2
where M , D , and M refer to the mode-matching couplinga 2 b
matrices whose elements are given by
Ž . Ž .M s 2p e r e r r drHan , m 2 n r 1m r
s1
jve er 0
D s d2n , m n , mŽ .a tanh a hn n
X Ž .yU rm Ž .M s 2p e r r dr .Hbn , m 1n r2gs 2m1
Also, A , A , A , and B denote the columns containing theI R 2 2
modal-expansion coefficients.
ŽSimilarly, on enforcing continuity at S 0 - z - d, r s2
.a and employing mode orthogonality, we getII
Ž .A s WA 73 2
Ž .yGA q M B s FY A 82 c 2 3 3
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where the elements of the mode-matching coupling matrices
W, G, M , F, and Y are given byc 3
1 mp z np zh
W s F , F s cos cos dzHn , m m , n n , me d h0r II
w Ž .xjve e cos a h y z np zh II r 0 mŽ .M s e a cosh dzHcn , m 2 m r II Ž .a sinh a h h0 m m
jve e0 r IIŽ .s e a2m r II 2 2Ž .nprh q am
X Ž . Ž2. Ž .hU a e H g an II n 1 3n II
G s d , Y s dn , m n , m 3n , m n , m2 Ž2. Ž .e g dg H g an 2 n 3n 0 3n II
with e s 1 for n s 0, e s 2 for n ) 0, and d s 1 forn n n, m
n s m, d s 0 for n / m.n, m
Ž . Ž .Finally, on combining Eqs. 5 ] 8 , we readily obtain the
matrix system
y1y1Ž . Ž .A s S A s 2 I q Y Y y I A 9R 11 I I L I
where
y1 TŽ . Ž .Y s M G q FY W M q M D M . 10L b 3 c a 2 a
These refer to infinite systems, and must be truncated up
to a certain number of attenuating modes to obtain a finite
Ž .invertible system for solution. Note that in 9 , A sI
Ž .TA , A , . . . , A represents the coefficients of the inci-I1 I 2 IN1
dent mode within the coaxial line. Also, upon solving for A R
Ž .via 9 , we can then proceed to obtain the coefficients in
other expansions.
3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
As an initial validation of the formulation described in the
preceding section, we first consider the case of a cylindrical
antenna radiating in a parallel-plate waveguide. For this case,
we choose a s b , d s h, and e s 1, for which numericalII I r II
results are available in the literature. Computed results for
the input admittance of an antenna in a parallel-plate wave-
guide using our modal-expansion method are given in Figure
2. These data were generated by setting N s N X s 2 and1 1
N s N s 40, and are seen to compare very well with results3 2
w xfrom Otto 7 .
Next, we present two example designs of the proposed
w x X wŽcoaxial]radial waveguide transition. As in 8, 9 , N s a y1 II
. Ž .x Ž .a r b y a N and N s drh N for the modal expan-I I I 1 3 2
sions to ensure convergent results. The first example design is
Ž .a transition from a 50 V coaxial line TNC connector to a
radial waveguide at C-band. The inner and outer radii of the
coaxial line are 1.08 and 3.5 mm, respectively, and the coaxial
line is filled with Teflon having e s 2.0. The optimizedr I
parameters for the junction were found to be a s 7.5 mm,II
Žh s 5.35 mm, and d s 6.6 mm with e s 4.3 referring tor II
.boron nitride . For these values, the calculated VSWR at the
coaxial line port is shown in Figure 3. We observe that the
Žoptimized VSWR of this transition is better than 1.16 return
. Ž .loss of 23.5 dB over the whole C-band 3.4]4.2 GHz .
The second design example is a transition from a 50 V
Ž .coaxial line SMA to a radial waveguide at X-band. For this
case, the optimized parameters of the junction were found to
be a s 3.3 mm, h s 2.4225 mm, d s 2.782 mm, and e sII r II
4.3 with a s 0.635 mm, b s 2.06 mm, e s 2.0 for theI I r I
coaxial line. The VSWR at the coaxial line port calculated by
our modal-expansion method is illustrated in Figure 4. As
Žseen, the VSWR of the transition is less than 1.2175 return
. Žloss of better than 20 dB over the entire X-band 8.0]
.12.0 GHz .
4. CONCLUSION
We have described a new coaxial]radial waveguide junction
with additional control parameters for achieving broadband
matching. A mode-matching method was proposed and em-
ployed for the analysis of this junction. Two design examples
were given to illustrate the practicality of the junction.
Ž .Figure 2 Admittance of a cylindrical antenna in a parallel-waveguide ka s 0.0664, a s b s 2.25a , d s h, e s 1I II I I r II
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Ž .Figure 3 Calculated VSWR of a coaxial]radial waveguide transition at C-band a s 7.5 mm, h s 5.35 mm, d s 6.6 mm, e s 4.3II r II
ŽFigure 4 Calculated VSWR of a coaxial]radial waveguide transition at X-band a s 3.3 mm, h s 2.4225 mm, d s 2.782 mm,II
.e s 4.3r II
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